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management aware that the non-quantifi-
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program far outweigh the measurable ones
which are being reported."
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Conrail Switche,~ A lcoholics to
Right Traci

An Employee Assistance Program in an Unusual Corporate Entity

L. Stanley Crane
Chairman of the Board

American railroads, perhaps more than any
other single industry, have been mounting a
joint union-management attack on the disease
of alcoholism.

One of the industry's newest corporate
entities, the Consolidated Rail Corporation
(Conrail) is already one of the leaders in this
cooperative effort.

Before examining Conrail's Employee Coun-
seling Services, let us take a brief look at the
history and structure of this somewhat unusual
corporation.

History

Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail) is
a private, for-profit corporation chartered in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

It was created by an Act of Congress
(Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, as
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amended) to ficquire and revitalize most of the
freight operations previously provided by six
bankrupt carriers: Central of New Jersey, Erie
Lackawanna, Lehigh and Hudson River, Le-
high Valley, Penn Central, and Reading.
Conrail began operations on April 1, 1976.

Conrail is not a nationalized railroad, a
government corporation, or a public agency.

Federal Investment

The Federal government has authorized and
appropriated the investment of $3.3 billion in
Conrail to help the corporation fulfill its
Congressional mandate to restore reliable
freight service to the region at a profit, and seek
its goal of economic self-sustainability in the
private sector.

Through June 30, 1981, $3.28 billion .of
Federal funds had been invested in Conrail.

During. this same period (through Conrail's
first 63 months of operations) the corporation
invested more than $2.85 billion in improve-
ments to physical assets and obtained more
than $878 million in financing from the private
sector for new equipment.

Operations

Conrail operates 17,700 route miles (39,988
track miles, including 32,408 miles of track
owned by Conrail) in 16 states (Connecticut,
Delaware, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Mary-
land, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Virginia, West Virginia), the District of
Columbia, and two provinces of Canada
(Ontario and Quebec).

The corporation also operates trains on 44
light density lines (about 337 route miles) in 8
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states under a subsidy program established by
the 1973 Act. These lines, not conveyed to
Conrail, are subsidized by federal/ state money
in the amount of the difference between
revenues and operating costs.

All commuter services operated by Conrail
are provided under contract to state and local
transportation authorities. Conrail operates
these services in New York, Connecticut
(MTA/C-DOT), New Jersey (NJ-Transit),
Pennsylvania, Delaware (SEPTA), and Mary-
land (M-DOT). On a typical work day,
approximately 426,000 riders use these services.

Regions and Divisions

Conrail has five freight operating regions:
Eastern, Philadelphia; Northeastern, New
Haven; Central, Pittsburgh; Western, Detroit,
and Southern, Indianapolis.

Conrail also has three commuter operating
regions: Metropolitan, New York City; New
Jersey, Newark, and SEPTA, Philadelphia.

The combined regions have 19 divisions.
Divisional headquarters are located in: Utica
and Buffalo, N.Y.; Hoboken and Elizabethport,
N.J.; Springfield, Mass.; Bethlehem, Philadel-
phia, Harrisburg, Altoona, and Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Youngstown, Columbus, Cleveland, and
Toledo, Ohio; Indianapolis, Ind.; Chicago, Ill.;
Detroit and Jackson, Mich., and St. Thomas,
Ontario.

Conrail currently employs approximately
70,000 persons and handles about a quarter of a
billion tons of freight per year.

Program's Origin

The Employee Counseling Service was started
in 1973 on an informal basis in the Metro-
politan region of the old Penn Central Rail-
road by Walter Kisselbrack who convinced
the management of Penn Central that such a
program was needed. His success, working in
a very limited area, resulted in the program
being expanded to the entire Penn Central
System Eby the end of 1975.

Under the reorganization which made Penn
Central a part of Conrail in 1976, the responsi-
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Samuel Seeman
Director of Employment

and Equal Employment Opportunities

bility for supervision of the program was given
to Samuel Seeman, Director of Employment
and Equal Employment Opportunities.

Mr. Seeman and others immediately saw the
value of the program to Conrail and realized
that it would require afull-time manager.
In September, 1977, John T. Gorman was hired
as the manager of the Employee Counseling
Service.

Unique Feature

When the program was implemented on a
system-wide basis, the counselors were put on
the budgets of the Regional General Managers
and were accountable directly to them. This
made the Employee Counseling Service a
function of line management.

At that time the Regional General Managers
were members of the Employee Counseling
Service policy committee and selected the
counselors.

In 1979, the counselors were transferred to
the Human Resources Department and re-
ported to the Regional Directors—Human
Resources.

The Regional Directors—Human Resources
are charged with all functions of Human Re-
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source planning including employment, man-
agement development and training, labor rela-
tions, and other personnel functions. They
report to Robert B. Hennessy, Vice President
—Human Resources in the Philadelphia
headquarters.

Functional Gains

Under the existing setup, Gorman has the
functional responsibility for the work of the
counselors, but the Regional Directors—
Human Resources are allowed considerable
autonomy within existing policy and pro-
cedures.

Gorman cites the following advantages of
having the counselors under the direction of the
Human Resources Department: (1) This is a
neutral function as opposed to a line manage-
ment function. (2) It makes the employees feel
it is their program not a " ̀general managers'
program."

In this connection Seeman observes, "The
alcoholism program is free of (separate from)
discipline which is administered by line man-
agement. Alcoholics are not as likely to work
with a counselor when they know that coun-
selor works for an individual who might fire
them."

Program Advantages

Seeman has some positive statements to
make about the Employee Counseling Service,
particularly the component which deals with
alcoholism.

"The program exists for the employees, to
preserve their abilities, skills, and training for
the company.

"The program helps my department in two
specific ways:

"It is a program of affirmative action with
regard to handicapped individuals—that is to
say alcoholics.

"It is also in keeping with and reinforces an
over-all approach to the company's employees.
In this sense it is constructive. It is concerned
about them as individuals and it promotes
good communications with them.

"Its very existence makes a continuing
contribution to other programs where we are
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trying to hire better people, train better
managers, and develop better communications.

Posture of "Fairness"

"One of the hardest things for any employer
to maintain is constant fairness in dealing with
employees, because organizations are made up
of human beings with human failings. The
existence of this program is itself a resource in
depicting a company attitude of equality and
concern for individuals."

Seeman also notes, however, that while the
program may seem altruistic, and while its
purposes are principally humanitarian, it is
also extremely cost effective.

He estimates that it costs a minimum of
$30,000 to train one locomotive engineer to the
necessary degree of proficiency. He cited a case
of one engineer who developed alcoholism,
went through the program, recovered and was
returned to full duty—thereby saving not only
the money invested in that individual's training
but also the amount that it would have cost to
recruit, hire, and train a replacement.

Management Views

Robert B. Hennessy, Vice President—Human
Resources also has some positive things to say
about the Employee Counseling Service. The
program has been under the direction of his
department since 1979.

From its earliest beginnings it had concen-
trated primarily on alcoholism—almost ex-
clusively so in its earliest phase.

In 1979, Hennessy adopted an approach
which said, in effect, "If you are helping
employees with alcoholism and alcohol prob-
lems, you should offer help in any area where it
is needed." Of the program today Hennessy
says:

"First and foremost, it makes good business
sense.

"Most of these individuals, particularly the
alcoholics, are experienced: Good engineers,
machinists, switchmen, block operators, and
the like. We do not want to lose them. It takes a
long time and a lot of money to replace them.

"If an individual had an appendectomy, we'd
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Robert B. Hennessy
Vice President—Human Resources

do the same thing, (i.e. offer hospitalization
and treatment for the problem).

"We also extend this service to the depen-
dents of our employees because we know that
the problems of dependents can seriously affect
the job performance of our employees."

Problems and Opportunities

According to Hennessy, the biggest stum-
bling block is to get alcoholics to come out of
the closet.

"If you can get the~employees to realize that
there is no difference between alcoholism and a
heart attack, an appendectomy, or a collapsed
lung, you can increase the effectiveness of your
program greatly.

"What we would like to do in all cases is
reach these individuals before they become
involved in the disciplinary process. We try to
do this by encouraging referrals from families,
from union representatives, and from super-
visors before they reach the point of disciplin-
ing the employee.

Hennessy recalled one "extra dividend"
provided by the program. He noted that the
program has been able to help a number of high
ranking executives, including one whom he

_~✓
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had been instrumental in getting into the
program.

This executive just recently visited him in his
office and told him, "I can't thank you and this
corporation enough for what you did for me.
You saved my life."

Added Benefit

Hennessy also observes, "People who come
through this program help others later on."

Speaking of the way in which supervisors
have reacted to the Employee Counseling
Service, Hennessy finds Conrail's experience
not too different from that of any other
corporation which .adopts such a program.
"We end some resistance at the managerial
level under certain circumstances, but gener-
ally acceptance has been excellent. We have
always had top, enthusiastic union support
from every chairman we have had.

"From what I have seen, the American
railroads recognize the disease of alcoholism
and are attacking it very effectively on an
industry-wide basis."

Karl F. Kalsow, General Manager in the
Western Region, has been a staunch proponent
of the program since its inception. He has some
interesting observations to make .about the
Employee Counseling Service.

"This program is an extremely effective
management tool.

Rule "G" Violations

"The obvious example is Rule G,~ the viola-
tion of which usually results in termination of
employees who are found intoxicated or in
possession of alcoholic beverages on the job. 1
learned what kind of employees are affected by
this rule. I also have learned something about
the kind of employees they become after they

"Rule G. The use of alcoholic beverages or narcotics by
employee subject to duty is prohibited. Being under the
influence of alcoholic beverages or narcotics while on
duty or on Company property is prohibited. The use or
possession of alcoholic beverages or narcotics while on
duty or on Company property is prohibited."

a, ~.,
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Karl F. Kalsow
General Manager— Western Region

have gone through the program. This kind of
knowledge is worth a great deal to me."

Kalsow is pleased by the fact that the average
age of program clients, which was 45 to 50
when the program started, has moved steadily
downwards until now it is in the mid-30s.

"In its impact on the employees it has
achieved two valuable ends: (1) Today they are
more cognizant of the rules. (2) They are also
cognizant of the fact that the program exists to
help them with their problems.

"This also helps me, because their problems
are mine," Kalsow says.

Prevalence Rate

Kalsow believes that, because it is impossible
to maintain constant close supervision of many
employees, the railroad industry has always
had a higher percentage of alcoholism than
some other industries.

However, he sees the Employee Counseling
Service as one answer to this problem.

"It's very effective.

"I'm absolutely certain that the railroad
industry today wouldn't consider being with-
out these programs. They have been effective
for all of us.
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"Even if you don't look at the humane side,
they certainly save a lot of money.

"We no longer have to terminate experienced
people. We can keep them at their jobs, and
everybody benefits.

"We are doing everything we can to furnish
assistance to employees with problems; to get
them to help themselves, and to reach more
union people before discipline is involved.

"We try to let our organized employees
understand that the program is there to help
them. Under the old system, a dismissal under
Rule G was almost always permanent.

"An individual who is dismissed, who enters
and progresses in treatment, and who demon-
strates a commitment to his/ her new life,
considerably enhances the chances for restora-
tion of the former position."

Extra Dividend

Kalsow notes a side benefit of the program in
the area of industrial relations:

"Once we convinced unions that this pro-
gram was a service to their members, it resulted
in a marked improvement in labor relations in
the area," he says.

Kalsow insists that supervisors use the
program.

"If a supervisor fails to refer a problem
employee to the program, there will be no
second chance for that supervisor."

Kalsow works very closely with the program
counselors in his region. He says their success
rate is extremely high. "I wouldn't be without
the program. It is like money in the bank."

Labor Views

Daniel W. Collins, Assistant General Secre-
tary and Treasurer of the United Transporta-
tion Union (UTU), has been an extremely
effective advocate of employee alcoholism
programs in the railroad industry.

He explains his interest in this way:

"The UTU has a long history of fraternalism
which parallels employee alcoholism/assistance



Daniel W. Collins
Assistant General Secretary and Treasurer

United Transportation Union

programs (EAPs). Unions have always been
concerned with the health and welfare of their
members, so it was natural for us to cooperate
with EAPs.

"The rail unions had other problems to deal
with besides wages and working conditions.
For example, at one time we had difficulty
getting group insurance coverage for our
members.

"The younger people in our union are not
familiar with the fact that we got many of these
benefits for them years ago."

~ Hails Conrail Gains

Collins has some specific observations about
Conrail's Employee Counseling Services.

"Some tremendous strides have been made
in the Conrail program. It has evolved to a
system-wide program with a professional at the
top to support the local counseling role.

"This type of professionalism makes it much
easier for a UTU official to associate himself

;1 with the program. I, personally, have more
faith in that type of program. I am more
comfortable in dealing with the counselors
under that setup."

/ I ~..._------
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Collins is particularly pleased at the way th,
Conrail program is working at the union level

"When you work well with the local union
leaders, the rest will take care of itself.

Specific Concerns

"Whenever we can refer an employee prior to
discipline, we prefer to do it that way. It saves
us money. Investigations are costly and they
don't help very much. The guy in the middle
loses.

"Lf I help a union member to avoid discipline
and don't address his basic .problem (alcohol
ism), I am only going to have to defend him
again. ~

"This is the kind of a program where both
sides benefit. It's apeople-serving program. W e
do not include it in the collective bargaining
agreement, because we want to keep it out of an
adversary position. We give management our•
`collective support."'

Other Problems

With regard to broadening of the employee
counseling service at Conrail to cover problems
other than alcoholism, Collins has this to say:

"It's a logical aftermath of an alcoholism
program. There is no way to prevent all kinds
of problems and negative behavior of people.

"It makes no more sense to ignore these other
problems then it would to ignore alcoholism.

"Most of these broad programs are working
well according to the figures I have seen from
the railroads with which I work.

"I hope that all programs will train their
counselors as Conrail has to be more adept at
ferreting out these other problems."

Alcoholism Emphasized

Collins is extremely emphatic, however,
about maintaining a strong alcoholism com-
ponent in any broad program.

"We must, however, keep our alcoholism
expertise in these broad programs. If we

48
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weaken it, that would be destructive to our
major thrust.

"The University Research Corporation study
of railroad employee assistance programs gave
us a good idea of the size of the problem in our
industry.2

"Fortunately, the effort to combat this has
been industry-wide. Since virtually every major
carrier has adopted some kind of a program, it
gives us a chance to check one another's dance
cards.

"It's not that difficult to do. The basic
question is, ̀ Are the people coming in (not only
when referred by supervisors but also by the
union officials, co-workers, family members,
and on their own)?'

"Conrail is showing me a program that is
really beginning to work. I see all the fingers on
that hand working together.

"John Gorman and his staff are getting the
job done."

Joint Mailing

Collins and Gorman are instituting a system
for contacting newly elected labor represen-
tatives. Because of the wide dispersal of work
sites, this will involve a joint mailing to inform
new labor leaders about the Employee Coun-
seling Service and their role in its
implementation.

A number of techniques have been used to
inform personnel about the services available.

Separate brochures have been prepared for
supervisors, union officials, and all employees.

Chairman's Letter

In addition, a letter has been sent to all
employees over the signature of L. Stanley
Crane, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of Conrail. The letter dated July 31, 1981,
reads:

Z Problem Drinking Among Railroad Workers.• Extent,
/mpact, and Solutions, Timothy A. Manaello, University
Research Corporation, Washington, D.C., 1979. (A study
of drinking practices on seven railroads established that
19%o of the employees drank to the extent that it adversely
affected their job performance.)
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"Dear Fellow Employees:

"Conrail makes available to its employees
and their dependents an Employee Counseling
Service whose goal is to help you—or a
member of your family—obtain appropriate
counseling assistance for a problem which
could affect you at work or could interfere with
your getting to work.

"Alcoholism, drug addiction or use, family
or marital conflicts, mental health problems,
finances, or legal difficulties are examples of
these problems. When they are identified early
enough and when appropriate treatment is
provided, many can be successfully resolved.
The job of the Employee Counselor is to help
you identify the nature and extent of the
problem, and then refer you to the appropriate
resource in your community for assistance.

"The enclosed pamphlet describes the Em-
ployee Counseling Service in greater detail. In
addition to giving you some early warning
signs, it also provides the names, addresses and
phone numbers of the staff. Take a few minutes
to read through it and keep it on hand for
future reference. Call the Employee Counselor
in your area if you would like more information.

"A call or visit to the Counselor is con-
~dential.

"I support the staff and their efforts on
behalf of you and your family. While I hope
that you'll never need to use the Service,
remember that it is there as a benefit for you
when you need it.

"Very truly yours,

/s/ L. Stanley Crane"

Employee Brochure

The brochure describing the Employee
Counseling Service which goes to all employees
is a simple, straightforward explanation of the
services available.

Following a brief introduction which lists
personal problems that may affect the em-
ployees'ability to work, there is a page headed,
"An alternative: The Employee Counseling
Service." This reads as follows:

"Troublesome personal problems can often
be alleviated by someone who can be under-



standing but objective—a counselor, rather
than a family member or friend. Conrail's
Employee Counseling Service can provide the
assistance confidentially.

"The Counseling Service is a benefit avail-
able to Conrail employees and their dependents
to help restore physical and emotional well-
being. Conrail offers employees a chance to
solve problems that could lead to poor work
performance. Employees—and their depen-
dents—benefit by helping themselves; Conrail
benefits by retaining skilled, valuable
employees.

"Full-time counselors throughout the system
have helped many employees and their families
to identify the nature and extent of their
problems and to take the necessary steps to
solve them. The counselor's role is to help
recognize the problems, refer employees to
community agencies that help, and follow up
on progress to ensure that treatment is success-
ful and beneficial. The counselors are a bridge
to the treatment resources available.

"The counselor's time with you and your
family is free, and so are many of the
community agencies the Service uses. Other
agencies provide services that are covered by
the employees' medical plan."

1981

CeleUrity Golf Classic

Sponsored 6y the

NATIONAL
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

Tropicana Hotel and Country Club

Las Vegas, Nevada

October 18-21, 1981
For further information, contact
Michael J. McMorrow
National Council on Alcoholism
(212) 986-4433
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Warning Signs

The brochure also lists early warning sign
such as: i~

". Unpredictable or inappropriate changes
in behavior and appearance.

". Arguments at home or with co-workers,

". Unexplained and unexcused absence.

". Tardiness in reporting for work.

". Repeated safety violations.

". Accidents off the job, resulting in lost
time.

". Accidents on the job.

". Avoidance of co-workers and supervisors.

". Unexplained absence from the work site
during normal working hours.

". Quitting work early."

This is followed by some simple instructions
on how to get help for oneself or how to get help
for a family member or friend, fora subordi-
nate (directed at supervisors), or for a union
member (directed at union officials).

Confidentiality

There is a note regarding the confidentiality
of the program which reads as follows:

"The Service is confidential. The relation-
ship between the counselor and the employee is
similar to that between a doctor and patient.

"The nature of your personal problems and
the discussions you have with the Employee
Counselor are confidential. Very strict guide-
lines control what information can be revealed,
and, in nearly all circumstances, the person
being counseled must authorize the release of
any information. The nature of your problem,
and the fact that you have seen a Counselor do
not become a part of your personnel record.

"Counselors will make every effort to safe-
guard your privacy when you seek assistance.
They will meet you off Conrail property or
outside of your normal working hours. Despite
these measures, it is possible that a fellow
employee will see you with a Counselor or in
the Counselor's office. Don't be concerned—
your co-worker will never know the reason you
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are seeing a Counselor unless you divulge it.
And remember: There is nothing wrong with
asking for help with a problem."

This is followed by a brief note urging
employees to seek help for themselves or
others. The last two pages of the brochure carry
a list of the program's ten counselors together
with their addresses and phone numbers. This
list also appears in the guides for supervisors
and union officers.

Supervisory Guide

The guide for supervisors starts with an
introduction which notes "If your subordinate
has a problem, you have a problem," and goes
on to describe how the Employee Counseling
Service can help.

The list of warning signs which appears in the
general employee brochure also appears in the
one for supervisors and further notes that it is
their (the supervisors') responsibility to refer
employees to the program when these job
performance deficiencies persist.

The supervisor is then told how to get an
employee to counseling. This is broken down
into a series of steps. It reads as follows:

"1. Review the facts with the Employee
Counselor. Explain the pattern of de-
clining work performance and what
you've attempted so far. The counselor
may suggest a new approach; will pro-
vide you with the assistance you'll need
to convince the employee that the Coun-
seling Service can help, and will suggest
the best way to refer the employee.

"2. Prepare for the next discussion with the
employee. Review for yourself your past
attempts to help the employee improve
performance. Record such instances—
with specific facts, because the employee
may question your memory—and be
prepared for the employee to deny the
facts you review.

"3. Consider involving the employee's union
representative to support your effort in
getting the employee to the counselor.
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Remember, the unions which represent
Conrail employees wholeheartedly sup-
port the objective of the Counseling
Service. A union has just as much
interest in the health and well-being of
employees as does Conrail. Your pur-
pose is to help the employee.

"4. Talk to the employee. Review the per-
forinance record, your previous sugges-
tions, and the instances of unsatisfactory
job performance. Emphasize that failure
to take some positive action toward
improving work performance could pos-
sibly lead to discipline and termination.
Do not attempt to diagnose the problem
and do not get involved in a discussion of
the problems causing the decline. If the
problem is alcohol, many employees will
want to make something else the cause of
their problems: Finances, spouse or
children, fellow workers, illness, or
others. Be safe, stick to job performance
in your discussion and indicate that the
Employee Counseling Service is avail-
able to help employees with these kinds
of personal problems affecting job per-
formance. Keep emotion out of it. To
resolve your problem—poor job per-
formance—and the employee's personal
problem, cool heads must prevail.

"5. If the employee agrees, make an appoint-
ment with the Employee Counselor.
Emphasize that the purpose is to help
the employee and remind the employee
that assistance is rendered in confidence
and that an employee's use of the Service
is not entered on his or her personnel
record. Also inform the employee that a
continued failure to improve perform-
ance may lead to disciplinary action,
including loss of job.

"6. If the employee refuses to talk to the
Counselor, stress again the need for
improvement in work performance, and
that the consequences of unimproved
performance may be discipline, includ-
ing termination. You cannot take disci-
plinary action—or even threaten disci-
plinary action—because the employee
refuses a referral to the Counseling

" ~I



Service. The only basis for discipline is
continued unsatisfactory performance.
Finally, arrange a time to talk again
to the employee about his or her per-
formance.

"7. Whether or not the employee accepts the
referral, continue to monitor work per-
formance. If it does not improve, you
may need to resort to discipline. If per-
formance does improve, your concern
about the employee's performance is
resolved—and you should give the em-
ployee aword of support and recogni-
tion from time to time."

Final Note

As a final note, before listing the counselors,
the supervisor is told:

"As a supervisor, you are in the best position
to help a troubled employee seek treatment.
Some things to remember:

". The best approach is to convince the em-
ployee that the problem affecting his or
her work needs to be resolved. Do not
attempt to diagnose the problem your-
self.

". The worst thing you can do is "cover up"
for an employee or ignore the problem in
the hope that it will get better. Continu-
ing deficient performance probably
means that professional help is needed,
since your efforts and the employee's
have not been enough to resolve a
problem that is becoming progressively
worse.

". A referral does not mean you are "turning
the employee in." Since all details of
counseling are completely confidential,
nothing—not even the fact that counsel-
ing was sought—will show up on that
employee's personnel file. Except for the
employee and the counselor, no one—
not even you—will know the details.

". Many of the people who need coun-
seling are the most hesitant to seek it.
It will be up to you to convince them that
they need to help themselves. They'll
benefit by learning to cope with their
problems; you'll benefit by gaining back

~ ~.'
~, ~ _ ~

,'

~'o '

their full efforts on the job, and Conrail
will benefit from continued use of their
knowledge and expertise."

Union Brochure
i

The guide for union officers notes that they
are in a key position to refer co-workers to the
program prior to any disciplinary action.

After listing the warning signs, the pamphlet j
offers the following suggestions to union ~.~
officers.

'~
"We feel that we have a good ̀ people'

program that has helped many employees
and dependents resolve their personal prob- ;,- ̀ ~
lems. But we're realistic, too. We know that a
lot of employees are hesitant to contact us ,/ :"';.
for fear of reprisals. This fear is unfounded. -'~ ~``~

"However, if you think that the employee
is more likely to take your advice, then we
recommend that you do this:

"1. Contact us and explain the nature of
the employee's problem ...without
giving us his or her name.

"2. Take the information we'll give you
and provide it to the employee.

"3. Follow up to make sure the employee
follows through on the information
you've provided.

"Conrail's Employee Counseling Service
is equipped to give you sound information
and guidance on how you can help a fellow
employee. Let's get to know each other.

"Give us a call or stop by for a visit. You'll
find us ready to help you help a fellow
worker stay successfully on the job."

It is interesting to note that, to date, almost
10% of all referrals to the program have come
from union sources.

Company Policy

Conrail's policy on employee alcoholism is
contained in a three-page document (Conrail
Order AD 0.29) dated May 20, 1977, entitled
"Alcoholism." The order is divided into four
sections, "Purpose," "Scope," "Policy," and
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"Organization." Under the first heading, "Pur-
pose," the following statement appears:

"Conrail recognizes that alcoholism is a
disease which can afflict any of its employees,
adversely affecting the quality of their per-
formance and their availability for work,
and, as a result, impairing company results
and the safety of its operations. It further
recognizes that the reduction and control of
alcoholism among employees can directly
benefit the company through improved per-
formance and consistent availability of em-
ployeesfor work. Control of alcoholism also
benefits employees and their families. The
purpose of this Order is to establish the basic
Corporate policy applying to employee alco-
holism and to authorize actions to control
alcoholism."

"Scope" notes that the' Order applies to all
Conrail employees. The actual policy reads
as follows:

"It is the company's policy to take actions
appropriate to its capabilities and responsi-
bilities as an employer, to assist employees
affected by alcoholism in rehabilitation to
productive, consistent employment.

"In recognition that it has proven suc-
cessful in the treatment of alcoholism, ac-
tions and programs to rehabilitate em-
ployees will utilize the method of personal
support and will make use of available
services and resources of organizations and
agencies which employ this method.

"Programs and activities for the treatment
of alcoholism will be subject to the following
conditions:

"Confidentiality will be maintained in the
treatment of employees.

"Nothing provided in this policy or its
administration seeks to change scheduled
agreements or the proper handling of em-
~ployee discipline in accordance with such
agreements.

"Managers and supervisors will be re-
sponsible for supporting and cooperating
with alcoholism control programs and ac-
tivities. They are in a position to contribute
to the effectiveness of these activities and will
be kept informed concerning alcoholism
policy and programs. They will construc-
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tively assist employees in becoming aware
of alcoholism and its effects and direct
them in obtaining assistance when needed.

"The cooperation and support of labor
organizations representing employees will be
enlisted in connection with alcoholism
programs."

The section on "Organization" assigns re-
sponsibilityfor all activities connected with the
alcoholism program.

Intake Form

Gorman has only one prepared form in his
program, which is used to record information
on individual cases.*

The 8-digit employee case number which
heads the form enables the counselor to encode
some basic information. The first two digits
designate the counselor and the employee's
region. The next four digits indicate the
chronological order in which the case was
received, i.e. the 83rd case handled by a
counselor would carry the digits 0083. The last
two digits are used to indicate the calendar
year. .

The counselor identifies the specific division
where the employee works within the two-digit
regional area cited above. There is also room
for the counselor to record the specific jqb
assignment and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission job category, which differs f'or each
occupation.

The other entries are self-explanatory with
the possible exception of "problem (client)"
and "problem (counselor)" which appear at the
bottom of the page. The first denotes the
problem presented initially by the client and the
second represents the determination of the
basic problem as seen by the counselor after
interviewing the client.

In compiling data from the program the
counselor's assessment of the problem is used.

Program Results

For the past 3% years the program has had a
uniform data gathering system. During this

* A copy of this form appears on the following page.

• 
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r az (NEWS t2-n CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION

EMPLOYEE COUNSELING SERVICE

(1) Employee Case Number _ _/_ _ _ _/_

(2) Work Site
(Specify)

SEX MARITAL STATUS

(1) Male (1) Married

(2) Female (2) Single

(3) Divorced

STATUS (4) Separated

(5) Widowed

(1) Agreement

(2) Non-Agreement
JOB ASSIGNMENT

(Specify)

AGE
ICC Category _,

LENGTH OF SERVICE ANNUAL INCOME

(1) Less than 2 years (1) Less than $10,000

(2) 2 to 5 years (2) 510,000 to $13,000

(3) 6 to 10 years (3) $I3,000 to $16,000

(4) 11 to 15 years (4) $16,000 to 519,000

(5) 16 to 20 years (5) 519,000 to $22,000

(6) 21 to 25 years (6) $22,000 to $25,000

(7) 26 to 30 years (7) 525,000 to 527,000

(8) More than 30 years (8) Over $27,000

REFERRAL SOURCE INITIAL REFERRAL TO

(1) Supervisor (1) Inpt - Hospital

(2) Union (2) Inpt - Rehabilitation

(3) Medical (3) Otpt - Alcohol

(4) Self (4) Mental Health Clinic

(S) Family (5) Other Social Service Agency

(6) Rule G (6) Other

(7) Other (Specify)

(Specify)

PROBLEM (Client) PROBLEM (Counselor)

(1) Alcohol (1) Alcohol

(2) Drugs (2) Drugs

(3) Family (3) Family

(4) Emotional (4) Emotional

(5) Financial (5) Financial

(6) Legal (6) Legal

(7) Other (7) Other

Specify)
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period, 1,764 employees or dependents have
sought assistance from the program for the first
time.

During the first six months of this year, 330
individuals have sought the services of the
program, 78% of whom had alcoholism or
alcohol-related problems.

Gorman attributes this to several factors:

The first of a series of posters advertising the
program appeared throughout the Conrail
system. Two of these posters appear on the
following pages.

Second, an article about the program ap-
peared in the Conrail Inside Track, the corpor-
ation's house organ, and the Service published
and distributed new editions of the general and
supervisory brochures.

A breakdown showing the source of these
330 referrals yields the following figures:

Self-referrals 42.6%
Supervisory 25.6%
Disciplinary Actions 9.9%
Union 9.0%
Family 8.1%
Medical 0.9%
Other 3.9%

Ninety per cent of these referrals were "pre-
discipline" referrals. In an attempt to determine
the cost effectiveness, an effort has been made
to record savings in three areas:

1. Disciplinary actions.

2. Hiring costs (saved when an employee is
retained.)

3. Training costs (needed for replacement
employee).

Gorman computes that the program has
saved the following amounts over the last three
years: $2.95 for every $1.00 spent on the
program in 1978, $3.16 in 1979, and $3.91 in
1980.

House Organ Article

The story describing the program which
appeared in the Conrail Inside Track, includes
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John T. Gorman
Manager, Employee Counseling Service

two actual case histories from the program to
illustrate how it works. The first deals with an
employee who was actually terminated before
entering the program. It reads as follows:

"Tom, a Conrail trainman, showed up
drunk for work on Christmas Eve a few
years ago.

"His supervisor did what he had to do.
Despite the holiday, Tom was removed from
service. An investigation was held and Tom
was dismissed for violation of Rule G.

"`That's a shame!,' is the usual reaction
Tom gets when he tells his story. ̀ But iYs
not a shame,' Tom says. ̀ That's when my
life began.'

"A co-worker referred Tom to Conrail's
Employee Counseling Service, which helped
him conquer his alcoholism—a problem that
had been plaguing him since he was a young
adult.

"`I had always loved to drink,' he re-
called. `It started when I was 17 or 18,
and it gradually became worse. Eventually, I
needed a drink first thing in the morning—
and Ikept abottle in my locker for during
the day.'

"After the incident on Christmas Eve,
Tom sought counseling. ̀ In the beginning,
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Employee Counseling ~~y1Ce ..

confidential help
for personal problems.

Contact:



it was tough,' he said. ̀ I went through a
couple of bad days. I really didn't think I
could live without drinking. The counselor
helped me to get in touch with Alcoholics
Anonymous, and I began going to their
meetings. It helped me a great deal. I never
realized that Ihad adisease—alcoholism. I
just thought that I liked to drink.'

"With the support of his family, the
Conrail counselor, and his A.A. group, Tom
began his recovery. When he appealed for
restoration, Tom was reinstated by the
General Manager.

"`I'm feeling terrific now,' Tom says.
`I've been able to help other friends who've
had alcoholism problems. I haven't touched
a drink in years.

"I'm one of the lucky ones,' he adds.

Help for Families

The other story deals with the family
member of an employee who had a dual
problem. The description of that case also has
points of interest. It reads as follows:

"The Employee Counseling Service has
helped many employees to solve their prob-
lems confidentially. And the counselgrs have
also lent a hand when an employee's de-
pendent needs help.

"Vera, married to a Conrail employee,
was one of them. Deserted by her first
husband, Vera suffered emotional problems
that eventually led to drinking problems.
`I started drinking scotch to calm my nerves,'
she said. ̀Eventually I had to dip into money
I had set aside for my children's necessities
to keep up the supply of booze I needed.'

"The problems persisted even into Vera's
second marriage to Jim, who works for
Conrail. ̀ No matter how much Jim tried to
help me, I felt unwanted and unloved,'
Vera said. ̀I was constantly nervous.' Work-
ing for a doctor at the time, Vera mentioned
her nervousness to her employer, who
promptly ̀ fixed her up' with prescriptions
for phenobarbital and other drugs.

"The combined effects of the pills and
the alcohol were disastrous. `At times I
couldn't even walk,' Vera said. ̀ One day I
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passed out and later woke up in my bc~
was bruised and in pain. Then my son t,
me I had blacked out in the street and b~
hit by a car.'

"Unable to convince his wife to help h ,
self, Jim turned to Conrail's employ
counselor in his region. The counsel
agreed to talk to Vera and convince her
get help. Vera, at first, fought the idea.

"`I began yelling like a madwoman to i
counselor and my husband;' she recall
`The counselor told me, "Look at yourse
Do you want to spend the rest of your I'.
like this?" I kept yelling and screamii
that my husband didn't love me; everyboi
hated me. Finally I broke down and cries

"Jim and the counselor took her to
rehabilitation center for alcoholism ar:
drug abuse the next day. She remained thee.
for almost a month, and afterwards tf
counseling process continued.

"Today, Vera is enjoying a good careeri ,
a data processing company. She no longs
drinks or takes pills. `My life is so muc:
more serene now,' she says. ̀I just thank Goi
that my husband loved me enough to ge
help for me when he couldn't help m~,
himself."'

Rule G Cases

Gorman emphasized that the Employes,
Counseling Service has always followed the
practice of offering assistance in dealing with'..
alcoholism to any employee who has been.
terminated under Rule G. ~

This does not guarantee that the employe
will be re-hired, but if the individual accepts the;
help offered and follows the suggestions of the
counselor, it can materially enhance the chances
of job restoration when this is sought through
regular disciplinary channels.

Gorman is particularly grateful for the help
his program counselors have received from
recovered alcoholics throughout the Conrail'
system.

Some of these identified themselves to the
counselors at the time the program was
announced and, from time to time, others
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joined them. "These people are invaluable in
working with alcoholics during the follow-up
phase of their treatment, after they have
returned to work," Gorman says.

"Alumni Association"

In this connection he also cites the helpful-
ness of many of the individuals who have
completed the program successfully, and who
have become a sort of informal "alumni
association."

"Sometimes I think these people are our best
advertisement. Certainly they are valuable
advocates of what we are trying to do."
Gorman says.

"Sometimes a problem is too serious for a
person to handle alone" Gorman says. "Still,
many people are reluctant to take that big step
and get help. It may be false pride.

"They do not realize that they can, and their
families and friends can, feel much better after
they have recognized that the problem is too
big to handle on their own and have called one
of our counselors for help."

"When it comes to the counseling service,
everybody benefits," Gorman says.

"Employees and their dependents receive
help for themselves and the railroad benefits by
holding on to its skilled, valuable employees."

A lcoholism A ward Announced by GEICO

Mrs. Gertrude Borbonus of Upper Marlboro,
Maryland, has been named recipient of the
Government Employees Insurance Company's
(GEICO) 1981 Public Service Award in the
field of Alcoholism. She was selected based on
her leadership and creativity in planning and
implementing a comprehensive occupational
alcoholism treatment program.

Mrs. Borbonus is Supervisory Occupational
Health Nurse, Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.

At a presentation ceremony held September
15, 1981 at the Folger Shakespeare Library in
Washington, D.C., Mrs. Borbonus received a
$2,500 award and a commemorative plaque in
recognition of her accomplishments.

Mrs. Borbonus was instrumental in estab-
lishing the Census Bureau's Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program which covers 7,500 em-
ployees in Washington and in the field. Primar-
ily due to her efforts, the Bureau's program is
recognized as one of the best such occupational
programs in the Washington area. Based on her
extensive training and experience, Mrs. Bor-
bonus developed a training module which is
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now mandatory for all Bureau managers and
supervisors.

Key Role

Mrs. Borbonus also played a key role in
bringing Alcoholics Anonymous into the Bu-
reau to assist employees. Weekly meetings are
held at Bureau headquarters. In addition she
takes an active interest in a variety of health
training courses and employee counseling
sessions. Through her efforts, individuals with
physical, emotional, or mental problems have
been referred to appropriate therapy groups.

Mrs. Borbonus serves on the Board of
Directors of the Washington Area Council on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse. She studied nursing
at Mercy' Hospital in Pittsburgh, PA., and
joined the Bureau of the Census in 1969.

All nominations were first judged by a
Nominating Committee comprising nationally
recognized leaders in the fields represented by
these awards, including R. Keith Simpson.
D.O., D.P.H., President of the National
Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
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For the treatment of alcoholism

HYLAND
CENTER

• A New Start

• A New Hope

• A New Way of Lif e

10020 Kennerly Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63128

(314) 525-7200

A Division of St. Anthony's Medical Center
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People, Places and Things
O,f

Seabrook
M .~ House;__

Center for the Treatment
of Alcoholism and Addictive Diseases

::
People — a staff of Medical Professionals and/
Certified Alcoholism Counselors holds a deep un•~
derstanding of the needs of each patient. Many 'ti .
are recovered alcoholics or family members iuith.
considerable life experience with alcoholism.

PlpCes — the natural beauty of Seabrook ~"
House and the comfortable living quarters en- \`
hance the homelike atmosphere and the com•
munity spirit felt by all who visit our facility.

Things —the tools for sobriety — Seabrook
House offers a range of services, each designed
to help the alcoholic begin on the road to recovery.
An introduction to AA andAl-Anon is a majorpor-
tion of each treatment plan.

Detoxification — Residential Treatment
OutpatientlAjtercare — Family Treatment ~'',

For further information about Seabrook House phone or write:
P.O. Box 55
Seabrook, New Jersey 08302
(609) 455-7575

Or, better yet, come visit us. .;

Accreditation: ^
Joint Commission on Accreditation o/ Hospitals

Licensed: New Jersey Department of Health
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FOR THE CHEMICALLY DEPEN
At the Charlotte Treatment Center we belie

~ that those who suffer from the treatable di;
alcoholism, and their families, are entitled to tr
treatment and loving care as those suffering fn
any other disease.

• Full time physician •Professional counse
• Psychiatric consultant •Family program
•Registered nurses •Aftercare program

Charlotte Treatment Center
P. 0. Box 240197, 1715 Sharon Road West, Charlotte, N.C. 28224 For Information Call (7041554.0285

James F. Emmert, Executive Director

Rex R. Taggart, M.D., Medical Director
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editorial

Employee Alcoholism Programs:
The Invisible Benefits

GORDON MacRAE is National Honorary Chairman of the National Council on Alcoholism and a member of its
Board of Directors and its Public Information Committee. He is also the Host of the annual Gordon MacRae
Celebrity Golf Classic, an NCA benefit which will be held this year October 18-21 in Las Vegas, Nevada. He is one
of the few entertainers to achieve stardom in films, television, Broadway, night clubs, recording, and radio. He has
made twenty-one hit films including "Oklahoma," "Carousel,"and "The Best Things in Life are Free." By 1947 he
was being heard on 580 radio stations,—an all-time high for any entertainer. On television he produced the Gordon
MacRae Show and was Host, singer, and acting star of the Lux Video Theater and the Colgate Comedy Hour. He
remains a television favorite as a guest star on top programs and starring in his own TV specials. He has played
Disney World afid top supper clubs such as the Waldorf and Plaza in New York, the Drake in Chicago, the
Fairmont Hotels in San Francisco, Dallas, and New Orleans and many others.

employee alcoholism program directors are aware that their programs accomplish a
number of things for which they cannot take credit.

Reports to management must be confined to quantifiable data—number of clients,
percentages of "success/ recovery," possible cost savings (using production and attendance
records of alcoholic employees before and after going through the program), and the like. ~ ,

But there are cases where alcoholic employees recover from their disease (as a result of the 1
program's existence) without ever going through the program and becoming "statistics."

For example, Employee "A"recovers in the program and returns to work. Employee "B",
his former "drinking buddy," is unhappy about his own drinking but is afraid to stop or to
ask for help.

Attractive Example

Then "B" notices that "A" is not only doing much better on the job but seems a lot happier
and more relaxed than he used to be. Remembering how miserable "A" had been when he
was still drinking, and seeing how he is now, "B" finally approaches "A" and says:

"You went through the employee program, didn't you? What was it like? What did
they do to you?"

and "A" is likely to reply:

"ThaYs a little hard to answer, but I'm going to a meeting tonight and if you'd like to
go with me, maybe that would help explain."

In this way "B"attends his first meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous (without ever going
near the Company program or its director). "B" latches onto A.A. immediately, gets sober,



stays sober, and not only achieves personal recovery but also is able to do a far better job for
the company.

Score one for the program?

Yes. But not where anyone can see it.

Extra Dividends

Isolated instances like this one multiply as the program reaches more and more alcoholics
and becomes accepted by the employees.

~•
However, this is a relatively minor example of the "extra dividends" generated by an

effective employee alcoholism program. There are many indirect benefits as well for which
the program never receives visible credit.

What about the improved morale of other employees in the department when alcoholics
who have been through the program start pulling their own weight?

What about the improvement in community relations when families of employees start
spreading the word about the humanitarian aspects of the company program?

Many companies have noted improved relations with their unions as a result of their
cooperative activities in the employee alcoholism program. But this has never appeared in
any program report to management.

"Bottom Line"

And what about the biggest return of all—the one which never appears in any report to
management, but is the chief raison d'etre for any program designed to help alcoholic
employees recover—the lives that are saved.

Alcoholism is an incurable, progressive, and potentially fatal disease. But effective,
employee alcoholism programs are arresting this disease in its early and middle stages, and
restoring sick individuals to healthy, happy, and productive lives.

Program directors should be accountable for the results of their programs, and statistical
reports to management are a necessary part of this process.

But, statistics alone will never tell the full story of what an employee alcoholism program
does for the employee, the family, the supervisor, the company, the union, and the
community at large.

There should be some way of making management aware that the non-quantifiable
benefits of the employee alcoholism program far outweigh the measurable ones which are
being reported.

~~ Particularly when the bottom line is human life!
.~ Gordon MacRae
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You Can Find The ROAD TO

For Someone
WE CAN HELP THE PERSON ACHIEVE THE GOAL

SOUTH MIAMI HOSPITAL'S Addiction Treatment Staff
works in conjunction with companies such as yours ire
training supervisors to be sensitive to an employee's
behavioral changes and deteriorating performance.

Recognizing our results, the Miami Business Journal
featured our program in a cover story entitled "Drug &
Alcohol Abuse Problem ...How Miami Firms Cope
With It" (Dec. 1, 1980.)

We can help you help someone else.
Our treatment program consists of 4-6 weeks hospitalization
with a two year followup.

Whatever your needs, we look forward to working with you.
Call us today at (305) 661-4611 ext. 3871.

JCAH Accredited

south miami hospital
7400 S.W. 62nd Ave. •South Miami, Fla. 33143

FELLOWSHIP H.f~LL
Treatment and Learning Center for Alcohol Related Problems

A private non-profit JCAH accredited psychiatric hospital
Fellowship Hall is a modern, comfortable facility providing full
treatment and education services for alcohol related problems.
Located in the beautiful countryside 6~h miles north of downtown
Greensboro, N.C. off U.S. Hwy. 29 at Hicone Road Exit. Conven-
ient to I-85, I-40, U.S. 421, U.S. 220 and the Greensboro Regional
Airport. We will be happy to arrange connections with commercial
transportation.

FELLOWSHIP HALL, rNC.
P.O. Box 6929 •Greensboro, N.C. 27405.919.621.3381
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nurses provide 24 hour medical care
in a fully equipped infirmary.
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Individual counseling and group
therapy are provided for the family
as well as the guests.
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Attractive, comfortable accom-
modationsare provided for both
male and female guests.
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BACK TO LIFE PROGRAM

When you send a person to treatment, you expect results and to be informed of progress.
Returning sick people to productive lives and jobs requires professional rehabilitation.
Hidden Brook/Warwick offers a complete program for alcoholics and chemically

dependent people. This includes detoxification, group and individual therapy and
counseling, a family program, and in-depth after-care.
We work closely with EAP medical and other departments. Our team approach centers

on individualized recovery.
We area 20-bed, JCAH accredited facility.
A visit is worth a thousand words.
Call or write for further information.

HIDDEN BROOK/WARWICK
Rte. 1, Box 178 East Breck Stringer, CAC

New Market, Maryland 21631 Executive Director
(301) 943-8108

REPR/NTS AVA/CABLE

Reprin~.ti~ u/'the follox~ing edi~oriaLr ma►~ he purchased at lS cen~.~• each, H~ilh a l0%
di.s•counl on quanlilies v/'S0 or more:

"The Foundation of an Effective Program: A Written Policy on Alcoholism" by
George C. Dimas.

"Where Are the Other Victims of Alcoholism?" by Anna Lee Hopson, Ph.D.

"Don't Look for Alcoholics!" ht' Ross A. Von Wiegand.

"Le!'s Quip Kidding Ourselves Aboul Our 'Gvocl Programs' " h►' Ross A. Vun
Wiegand.

"Main Ohjecrive: Alcoholics or'Troubled Empl~~~ee.s?"' ht' Ro.s.s A. Von Wieland.

"The St~nergisiic Principle 'A Time to Gather S~one~•' " b~~ George C. Dimas.

"Trearmen~ /s Nor the Problem" bt~ Luther A. Cloud. M. D.

"Wht~ Don'! We Practice What We Preach?" hY~ Rv.ss A. Von Wregand.

Senc! tour order ~o:

Publica~ion.s Depar~men~
National Council on Alcoholr.~•m, /nc•.
73.E Third Avenue
Suite 1405
NeH~ York, N. Y. 10017
Tel: (212) 98b-44.33
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A Systems Approach to
Counseling Supervisors

Ann Bensinger and Al Lazuk plan training session for new supervisors at Southern New Engl
Telephone Company

by
Ann Bensinger, M.S. W.

Clinical Therapist
United Technologies Corporation

and

A. J. Lazuk, Administrator
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Program

Southern New England
Telephone Company
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Introduction

This paper describes a counseling prog
designed to help supervisors of alcof
employees after the alcoholics are iden~'
and in treatment. A paper, "A Mode
Counseling Troubled Supervisors," by Do'
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Philips and Harry Older (1977) precipitated
this counseling program, which was under-
takenjointly inNew Haven, Connecticut by the
Shirley Frank FoundationZ and the Southern
New England Telephone Company.'

The conceptual scheme for this program is
drawn from theories and experience in family
therapy. The work system is understood as
analogous to the family system, therefore often
similarly requiring intervention. Rather than
using an approach of on-going counseling for
supervisors, the employee and supervisors) are
brought together in an effort to facilitate the
system's return to equilibrium with a sober
employee.

Supervisors performing their normal duties
are involved in directing subordinates in work
areas. As a frequent and natural outgrowth of
supervision, supervisors often find themselves
trying to "counsel" subordinates in personal
matters.

With alcoholics this "counseling" generally
ends in failure as the nature of the illness
defeats the supervisor's hopes fora "rational"
response by the employee.

Older and Philips directed their efforts at
freeing supervisors from their emotional en-
tanglements with alcoholic employees to enable
the supervisors to confront the employees
concerning their job performance problems.

~ Philips, Donald and Older, Harry 1977. "A Model for
Counseling Troubled Supervisors." Alcohol, Health and
Research World, Vol. 2, 24-30.

Z The Shirley Frank Foundation, Inc., is a free standing
alcoholism rehabilitation center operating in New Haven,
Connecticut unde"r the direction of F. J. Rizzolo. It was
established as a medical alcoholism detoxification facility
in April, 1976 and in March, 1979 became a complete
alcoholism rehabilitation center.

The Southern New England Telephone Company (SNE'I)
is headquartered in New Haven, Connecticut. It employs
approximately 14,000 persons and provides telephone
service within the State of Connecticut. The Company
with the cooperation of the Union has been operating an
employee alcoholism rehabilitation program since Sep-
tember of 1972. The program was established as a medical
program under the direction of A. J. Brink, M.D. and is
currently directed by F. L. Provato, M.D. The Connecticut
Union of Telephone Workers, J. W. Shaughnessy Jr.,
President, with R. F. Kavanaugh,. Administrative Vice
President, has provided complete cooperation in the
establishment and operation of this alcoholism program.
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Emotional Impact

Because of the emotional impact on the
supervisors, we have found that all of the
previous supervisory training is not enough to
help supervisors resolve their own reactions
after the underlying problem is identified and
the individual is in treatment. (We stress that
previous training is vital in directing the
supervisor to the counseling program as a
beginning.)

We believe that these reactions occur be-
cause the work system, like family systems,
represents a series of interacting and inter-

The words supervisor or supervision are
used throughout this paper for ease of
reading. The authors recognize that union
officials are equally affected by the
troubled employee's behavior. It is in-
tended that, where appropriate, reference
to union representation should be added
or substituted.

dependent individuals; therefore, the illness
and behavior of one member is intricately tied
to the well-being of the system.

Employee-employer relations are not viewed
as a form of extended family. Clearly, the
individual is not emotionally bonded to the
employer or colleagues as to the family.
However, the work system is viewed as a
family-like system.

The employee generally spends more time at
work than with the family, which results in
significant relationships. These relationships at
work are mutually interdependent and, like any
operational system, will not function success-
fully when part of the system is dysfunctional.
Unless the disturbance is confronted directly
and resolved, the work system begins to falter
(Bion, 1959; Schutz, 1979).°

John Bowlby has noted the similarities and
inter-relatedness between family life and indus-
try. He suggests that patterns of interaction are

Bion, W. R. 1959. Experience rn Groups. New York, Basic
Book, Ina
Schutz, William 1979 (1956). "The Interpersonal Under-
world." Harvard Business Review: On Human Relations.
New York, Harper and Row, Inc., pp. 243-266.



passed between the work system and the family
system (1972).5

Obvious Relationship

For those in industry who have observed the
devastating effects of active alcoholism, this
relationship is obvious. Family therapists have
drawn from organizational systems analysis to
help understand and treat families in distress
(Fleck 1976; Freedman, Kaplan, and Sadock,
1972).

Ironically, organizations, which have recog-
nized the implications of a dysfunctional
individual within a system,. have often focused
only on the individual and disregarded the
system. This is critical since the impact of the
dysfunctional individual affects the total effec-
tiveness of the system.

Because supervisors are responsible for the
operation of the system in the work setting, the
responsibility of its functioning falls back on
them.

Any dysfunction or problem in the work
team may impact on the entire system. How-
ever, because of the insidious nature of alcohol-
ism and its marked behavioral characteristics,
normally competent supervisors may find
themselves caught up in the pathological
process.

As Philips and Older point out, the supervi-
sor will cover up, lecture, counsel, deny,
threaten, and shift job responsibilties in an
attempt to compensate for the individual's
dysfunction in an effort to eliminate the anger,
guilt, fear, and frustration that the behavior of
the sick employee has instilled in the supervisor
(1977).'

S Bowlby, John (1949) 1972. "The Study and Reduction of
Group Tensions in the Family." Family TP~erapy: An
Introduction to Theory and Technique, eds. Gerald
Erickson et al. Monterey, California:. Brook~Cole Pub-
lishing Co., pp. 16-23.

6 Fleck, Stephen 1976. "A General Systems Approach to
Severe Family Pathology." American Journal of Psychia-
try, Vol. 133, 669-673.
Freedman, Alfred, Kaplan, Harold, and Sadock, Benja-
min, 1972. Modern Synopsis of Comprehensive Text-
book of Psychiatry. Baltimore, Williams and Wilkins Co.,
pp. 532-534.

Op. cit.
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When this happens, the work system shifts to
an insufficient balance to compensate for the
alcoholic's behavior, just as the family system
shifts to compensate for dysfunctional interac-
tions.

Unaware of Impact

Once the employee is out of sight, there may
be a sense of relief in the supervisor, who may
feel that the problem is solved. This feeling may
exist whether the employee is transferred or
referred into a treatment program.

Most supervisors are unaware of the impact
an alcoholic has had on them until given an
opportunity to discuss this. Just as separation
from the problem does not resolve the residual
feelings in family members, neither does it
resolve feelings in the supervisor.

Most treatment programs today recognize
the impact of the active alcoholic on the family
and offer treatment to facilitate the family's
recovery from their emotional upheaval. Treat-
ment is generally not provided in any form for
the supervisor.

In the case of a supervisor, even a short or
remote relationship with the active alcoholic
triggers negative feelings. These feelings, unless
defused, are a potential and devastating time
bomb.

This destructive climate is exacerbated by
the supervisor's anxiety, albeit understandable,
over what to expect when the employee returns
to work. It is indeed a stressful situation, which
must not be ignored if the employee is expected
to return to anon-hostile work situation.

Preliminary Steps

In order to re-establish equilibrium to the
work system, two things must happen:

1. The supervisor must be freed from the
disruptive emotional involvement with
the alcoholic employee.

2. The supervisor must expect and allow a
fully functioning employee to return to
work.

To accomplish this we set up a major
intervention at the treatment center. (The
treatment center was selected for the interven-

~•~- ~
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tion to acquaint the supervisor with the
atmosphere at the facility, i.e. it is not a "funny
farm" or "drunk tank."

The intervention involves a number of
people:

1. Two levels of supervision, preferably the
immediate two interacting with the
employee.

2. The employee.

3. A treatment facility counselor who is
familiar with family counseling tech-
niques.

4. A counselor representing the company.

5. A union counselor, where appropriate.

In some cases it might be appropriate to
include a union steward or a business agent in
place of, or in addition to, one of the
supervisors, if either has been involved in
getting the employee into treatment.

Intervention Goals

The goals of the intervention are to:

1. Identify and defuse the supervisor's
feelings.

2. Establish realistic objectives for both the
supervisor and the employee.

3. Ease re-entry to the work place.

While this can be done in separate interviews
with the supervisor and the employee, we have
found it to be more efficient and effective to
bring the individuals in the system together.
This is a voluntary process for both the
supervisors and the employee. We believe it is
vital that the employee's right to refuse such a
counseling session be respected with the cer-
tainty of no repercussions.

The timing for the counseling session will
vary with the needs of the employee in
treatment and rests with the judgment of the
treatment staff.

This process has proved to be most effective
during the third week of a twenty-eight day
program. It is generally during this period that
the employee begins to struggle with anxieties
about returning to work. Furthermore, in the
event of a negative reaction by the employee,

0
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there should be adequate time and support in
the treatment program to work through any
problems. (Note: We have not encountered any
observable problems in over two years of using
this technique.)

Treatment Technique

The treatment technique involves close col-
laborationbetween the treatment facility coun-
selor, the company counselor, and, where
appropriate, the union counselor.

The process begins with the company coun-
selor inviting the employee's immediate two
levels of supervision to participate in a counsel-
ing session to ease the employee's return to
work. The counselor explains that this is not a
disciplinary session, but a session to identify
feelings the supervisors may have regarding the
employee's behavior prior to entering treat-
ment and during the treatment period.

In cases where resistance occurs, placing
emphasis on helping the employee usually
allows the supervisor to participate. Our
experience has been that very few supervisors
resist this kind of an offer. If a union steward or
a business agent is part of the session, the union
counselor uses a similar approach to prepare
these individuals.

Once the supervisors agree to participate in
the counseling session, the treatment facility
counselor discusses the proposed session with
the employee in treatment to solicit the
employee's consent. This sequence is observed
to eliminate any anxieties or emotional reac-
tion by the employee in the event the super-
visors refuse to participate.

Supervisors Interviewed

The next step in this procedure takes place at
the treatment facility. The first part of the
session is spent with the supervisors alone to
defuse their feelings. Employees are made
aware that the initial session will not include
them.

Sessions usually begin with the supervisors
denying any negative feelings, often excessively
elaborating on the employee's positive qualities.
However, with support from the counselors,

`~~



many supervisors reveal intense negative reac-
tions to their subordinates' behavior.

These intense negative feelings must be
defused before bringing the employee into the
session. The defusion can be accomplished
simply by letting the supervisors ventilate and
by using whatever family counseling skills are
necessary to bring the situation into proper
perspective.

The treatment facility counselor controls the
session with support from the company coun-
selor (and the union counselor if present).

Once the supervisors' feelings are discussed
and the supervisors appear to be comfortable,
the group decides on what items would be
appropriate to discuss with the employee. The
discussion must center around job perform-
ance and the supervisor's observations and
feelings as the employee's job performance
became a problem.

Strengths Cited

As in family treatment and family confronta-
tion, the alcoholics need to hear about their
strengths as well as the problems caused by
their alcoholism. It is essential that the super-
visors begin with the employees' strengths and
positive behavior to reduce defensiveness and
anxiety in the employee.

With the procedure established, the em-
ployee is invited into the session. At this point
the employee is undoubtedly full of tensions
and anxieties and should be put at ease.

When it appears that all individuals are
comfortable, this part of the session can begin,
still under the control of the facility counselor.
The initial comments by the facility counselor
should be directed at the purpose of the
meeting with a short summary in broad terms
of what was discussed in the session before the
employee arrived.

After the preliminary remarks by the coun-
selor, the session with the employee begins with
the supervisor discussing the employee's posi-
tive points. This will relieve tensions and
anxieties in the employee.

At a convenient point, the counselor directly
leads into the situations which created the
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supervisors' negative feelings. Once again su, ~ .
pervisors are generally reluctant to express
their feelings and require support from the
counselors just as they did in the preliminary
session.

Some Examples

Our first intervention typifies the use of this
technique. It involved a first level management
employee in treatment and two immediate
supervisors with two contrasting managerial
styles. .\ , .
The immediate supervisor was astrong-

willed, forceful individual while the second- {. j
level supervisor was mild-mannered. We found ~ ~"
the immediate supervisor was very resistant to ~'
expressing his feelings. His initial stand was "I '
assign him the work and I expect him to get it ,,,
out..."

Using the Older-Purvis questionnaire which
elicits potential supervisors' reactions to
troubged employees (Philips, Older and Purvis, i
1978) , we established that a year prior to the
employee coming into treatment, he had been
rated within the top 10% of the employees at his '"
level (in the top 240 of 2,400 employees). In less
than a year he had slipped to the bottom 15%.

Tkre immediate supervisor admitted that he
was perturbed, that he became frustrated and
began wondering if he was missing something
or if there was something wrong with him. With
continued support from the counselors, he was
able to recognize the anger and guilt that had
arisen in response to the employee's behavior.

Supervisor Concerned

The second level supervisor readily ex-
pressed bewilderment and fear. He was very
concerned that assigning work the employee
did not like might precipitate a relapse. (This
thinking is typical of supervisors caught up in
the alcoholic's dysfunction. In sobriety the
employee needs to resume responsibility for
himself and the supervisor needs to allow this
recovery.)

g Older, Harry L.; Philips, Donald A; and Purvis, Arthur J.
(1978) "A New Approach to the Training of Supervisors
and Union Personnel" Labor-Management Alcoholism
Journal, National Council on Alcoholism, Inc., Vol. VIII
No. I, July-August, 1978 pp. 12-21.
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We therefore instructed the supervisor to ask
the question directly. Once the employee
entered the session, he learned for the ~ rst time
of the supervisor's feelings. Like many alco-
holics he had not realized that his drinking
affected other people.

When he was asked about being assigned
work he did not like, he said, "If you're asking
me if the work you assign me will set me off on a
drunk, the answer is no! I am responsible for
my drinking. But, I will feel bad if I find out
that you're screening my assignments because
you want to protect me ... "

In follow-up discussions with the employee
and the supervisors (in separate sessions) it was
apparent that the anxieties and tensions over
what to expect when the employee returned to
work were greatly eased.

Difficult Session

A somewhat more difficult session involved
one supervisor who cooperated during the
preliminary session but became reluctant to
express his feelings with the employee present.
He tried repeatedly to get the employee to
predict his future.

The counselors worked closely as a team to
keep the session in focus and gradually got the
supervisor to express his feelings. Again,
follow-up sessions with both sides revealed
good feelings.

For Your Library
The book, "Alcoholics and Business

(Problems, Costs, Solutions)" by Joseph F.
Follmann, Jr., is now available from NCA.
This is a tightly written, amply documented
book on employee alcoholism programs by
a former Vice President of the Health In-
surance Association of America. Its 246
pages are packed with hard data and prac-
tical suggestions. The price is $12.95.

Write to:

Publications Department
National Council on Alcoholism
733 Third Avenue -Suite 1405
New York, New York 10017
(212) 986-4433
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Another trying session took place with an
employee who had an underlying psychiatric
problem (simultaneously being treated) and
two supervisors with abrupt managerial styles.

In the preliminary session they made com-
ments like "Boy, when I saw `Bob' going
downhill, did I feel bad! I talked to him, but it
didn't do any good ." Such statements
appeared to us to be adequate and significant
enough to indicate that the supervisors were
able to express their feelings to the employee.

The session with the employee proved to be
quite different with the supervisors taking on a
football coach style. "Bob, you're part of the
team! The team needs you! ...You gotta get in
there and beat this thing ..." All efforts to get
the supervisors to express their angry and
fearful feelings failed.

Session Reviewed

A review of the session by the counselors (the
union counselor was also present) concluded
that the employee's seeming fragility circum-
vented the confrontation.

Although the session did not go as antici-
pated, we agreed that the supervisors were
sincere in their remarks to ̀ Bob' and that the
result was good. "Bob" left the session knowing
he was part of the "team" and he was "needed"
back on the job. These were important things
for "Bob" to hear.

Another occurrence involved an employee in
treatment delivering a "prepared" speech to
mask his anxieties in meeting with the bosses.
No attempt was made to discourage or stop it.
The counselors used this speech to further their
understanding of the employee's latent anxie-
ties. The speech was an indicator to the
counselors that the employee needed extra
support.

Some of this support was provided by the
company counselor emphasizing that this was
not a disciplinary session. Further support was
provided by the supervisors discussing the
positive points and, finally, the treatment
facility counselor was able to provide addi-
tional support by saying positive things about
the employee's participation in the rehabilita-
tion program.

'~
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Unless this support is given, the employee's
defensiveness will prevent a successful
resolution.

Problems Encountered

In summary of these examples and others,
certain problems can be expected during the
counseling sessions.

1. Supervisors may again try to minimize
their problems with the alcoholic em-
ployee.

2. If during the preliminary phase, the
counselors fail to absorb the pent-up
anger, the supervisor may over-burden
the employee with it.

3. Supervisors may push for predictions and
guarantees of ever-lasting sobriety from
the employee.

4. Supervisors may try to focus on the em-
ployee's "reasons for drinking."

5. The employee may attempt to take over
with a "prepared" speech.

When these problems occur, the counselors
can bring the session rapidly back into focus by
remaining supportive, but direct. The presence
of two counselors, one for the employee and
one for the supervisor, encourages both to feel
simultaneous support in expressing their
feelings.

Family Analogy

Relationships established in the work setting
can be compared to those established in a
family setting. Although the ties in the work
setting are not as close as family ties, they do
represent significant relationships. As in the
family setting, a dysfunctional individual can
similarly disrupt a work system.

Philips and Older in their paper "A Model
for Counseling Troubled Supervisors" (1977)9
and a later paper "A New Approach to the
Training of Supervisors and Union Personnel"
(Philips, Older and Purvis, 1978)10 speak about
emotional feelings that supervisors and union

9 Op-cit.

~o Op-cit.
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personnel develop prior to identification
confrontation.

These papers present a training procedure
for supervisory and union personnel. The
procedure frees them from the emotional
entanglement induced by the sick employee's
behavior and slipping job performance. In
summarizing the objectives of their trainin~
model, Philips, Older, and Purvis (1978),'
set as one of their objectives:

"To provide support to supervisors and
stewards during the most critical ̀troubled'
period."

Model Offered

This project offers a model of intervention
for the "troubled" period during the employee's
treatment. It establishes a procedure using a
systems approach to understanding and coun-
seling the supervisor.

The systems approach provides a major
intervention to defuse the supervisor's negative
feelings at the treatment center while the
employee is in treatment. It allows the super-
visor and the employee to exchange dialogue
regarding feelings and thus helps to return
equilibrium to the work system. The procedure
is flexible and can involve supervisory and/or
union personnel as dictated by the situation.

With approximately one hundred interven-
tions to date, it appears that this is an efficient
means to facilitate the stabilization of the work
system. Our initial observations support the
systems approach in counseling troubled su-
pervisors and employees.

" Op-cit.

The stories describing employee alco-
holism programs which appear in this
Journal are an attempt to give our readers
a factual account of what is happening in
the held today.
No such news story should 6e construed

as an editorial endorsement or condemna-
tion of the program being described, either
6y the Editor of this Journal or by the
National Council on Alcoholism.
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Meeting the Needs of F'amil~ Members
of Alcoholics

by
Jeanne L. Conway

Director
ITT Employee Assistance Program

ITT is headquartered in New York City.
The company operates worldwide within five
principal business groups in approximately 100
countries on all seven continents.

We employ 348,000 people—making us the
fourth largest United States-based industrial
employer. One hundred forty thousand (140,000)
employees are based in the United States.

ITT has a genuine concern for the health and
welfare of its employees and their families, and
our ITT Employees Assistance Program (EAP)
is a practical expression of that concern.

The ITT EAP began in 1973. We now have
on-site programs in 22 ITT locations covering
80,000 employees. Where programs are not yet
in place, the units are serviced through our
world headquarters program.

To broaden the reach of the EAP, in 1980 we
established aseven-day-a-week, 24-hour Hot-
Line.

i ~~ ~
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Program Operations

The EAP operates on two levels:

—A resource to managers to help them deal
effectively with job performance problems.

-An avenue and benefit to employees and
their families to seek help on their own.

It operates as an evaluation and referral
service, and is designed to obtain the best
professional help within the community rather
than in-house counseling.

Coverage includes the employees and their
immediate family members.

Since its inception, the program has been
utilized by over 4,000 people in approximately
100 units throughout the ITT system.

Our research indicates that the average age
of those utilizing the programs is 37.5 years.
The average length of service is over 7 years and
the average salary is $24,000. For those
receiving bonuses, the average bonus was
$25,000.

Some Results

The available data based on the last five
years show that 89% of those utilizing the
program are still with us.

Fifty-three percent (53%) of those using the
EAP were male and 47% were female.

Coincidentally, 53% were management re-
ferrals and 47% were self-referrals.

And, 20% of the referrals were middle
management and executive level personnel.

Type of Referral

Management: 57% -male
43% - female

Self-referral: 49% -male
51%o - female
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60% of the management referrals were for
alcoholism.

35% of self-referrals were alcohol related.

Type of Problem

Alcoholism and alcohol-related problems
represented the principal category of referral
handled by the EAP. Alcoholism represented
38% of all referrals. Alcohol-related problems
accounted for 12% of the total. Together they
accounted for a full 50% of all referrals.

Alcohol was the major problem among
males accounting for 60% of all referrals for
alcoholism.

Where alcoholism was a problem among
female employees, 50% of the time the problem
was that of a family member.

Emotional problems accounted for 26% of
the total referrals. Family problems accounted
for just over 20% of the total. Other problems
included financial, sexual, discrimination,
harassment, career, and benefits.

Family Problems

As I mentioned earlier, our EAP is available
to family members as well as employees.

I would now like to focus on some of our
findings on family problems.

Those with family problems range from the
lowest salary grade to senior executive level.
(grades 1 - 29).

Fifty per cent (50%) have been with ITT for
at least seven years. The average age is 44 years
and the average salary is on the order of
$30,000 a year.

60% are female
40% are male
17% are middle management and executive

level.

Dependents &Relatives

The EAP also services dependents and
relatives, often without the involvement of the
employees.

This is a relatively recent phenomenon and
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of the Headquarters total referrals, 30 occurred
in 1980.

56% were alcohol related

26% were family/marital

Of the 26% family/marital, 22% were alco-
hol-related, the rest involved children, parents,
or other relatives.

Eighty-two per cent (82%) of this latter
group were female.

In dealing with family members, the follow-
ing dispositions were made:

24% reported to self-help groups
17% reported to psychologists
17% reported to physicians or psychiatrists
19% reported to treatment centers
14% reported to community agencies
1% reported to special rehabilitation

centers
8% were referred in-house or to other

sources (e.g. career counseling)

In dealing with dependents and relatives, the
following dispositions were made:

44% were referred to self-help groups
20% were referred to psychologists
20% were referred to treatment centers
8% were referred to physicians or psy-

chiatrists
8% were referred to community agencies

Other Statistics

Sixty per cent (60%) of referrals for family
problems were female, 40% were male.

Interestingly, the number of female referrals
for family problems was double that of males-
28% vs. 14%•

Also it is interesting to note that 73% of the
employees who came about a family member
with alcoholism were female.

Family problems represented 28% of all self-
referrals and 12% of all management referrals.

It is significant that the growth in utilization
of the program in 1980 by employees with
family problems and by family members
follows on the creation of the 24-hour "hot-
line," an article on the program in the company

.~



newsletter,. and a mailing on the EAP to the
employees' homes.

* **

ITT was selected to receive the Employ-
ment Management Association's 1981 Na-
tional Service A ward, largely because of the
existence of its Employee Assistance
Program.

The remarks which follow have been
excerpted from a speech given by John
Hanway, II, Sr. Vice President for Ad-
ministration at ITT, in accepting that A ward.

Remarks by
John Hanway, II

Senior Vice President
Administration

ITT

I am very pleased to be with you today to
accept the Employment Management Associa-
tion's National Service Award on behalf of
ITT's Chairman, Mr. Rand V. Araskog. He has
asked me to convey his regrets for being unable
to be here in person and sends you the
following message:

"ITT is honored and proud to receive this
award.

"ITT believes in being a good corporate
citizen and we recognize our social responsi-
bility ...not only to our stockholders ...but
to our employees, our customers, and to the
many communities in which our operations
are conducted.

"ITT's corporate theme is: ̀ The best ideas
are the ideas that help people.' I believe
our Employee Assistance Program is one
indication that we practice what we preach.

"To be recognized by your outstanding
group is very, very gratifying. I thank you
and wish you success in your endeavors."

Sixty-one years ago, ITT was founded as an
overseas communications manufacturing and
operating company. Today our people are very
important to us. Mr. Araskog confirmed this in
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his letter of commitment to our Employee
Assistance Program when he said:

"People are our greatest asset. The com-
pany is vitally concerned with the health and
well-being of its employees and their
families."

After giving a number of statistics from the
program, Mr. Hanway said:

What we have found remarkable is the
apparent high rate of recovery by participants
in our program which more than justifies the
investment we have made.

During the last two years, we have seen a
significant growth in utilization of our pro-
gram. We believe this is attributable to the fact
that participants are perceived to be recovering
and becoming productive again, and that this
has had a very positive effect throughout the
company.

Most important ... 86% of the people who
have used our Employee Assistance Program
in the last three years are still productively
employed by ITT. That is very gratifying .. .
and all the more so because our efforts are
being recognized today by the Employment
Management Association's National Service
Award.

We thank you.

~~ /_~

ALMACA

The Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on Alco-
holism (ALMACA) is the professional
society of those who work full-time in an
administrative or consulting capacity in the
occupational alcoholism .field. Associate
memberships are available to those who
work part-time in this area and other
interested individuals.

Membership application forms and
information may be obtained by writing to:
ALMA CA, 1800 No~•!h Kent Street, Suite
907, Roslyn, Virginia 22209. (703)522-6272.

`~,~_.~.~ ~.
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"The Need for Quality Research"

by
Walter Reichman, Ed.D.

Medical and Health Research Association
of New York City, Inc.

The Conference Board's Report No. 784,
Dealing with Alcoholism in the Workplace, is
based on such poor quality research that the
findings must be dismissed as invalid and
ultimately meaningless.

The Research Committee of the Association
of Labor-Management Administrators and
Consultants on Alcoholism (ALMACA) is
protesting to the Conference Board for sup-
porting such inferior research and for releasing
the report without review by recognized re-
searchers in the field of occupational alcohol-
ism. While the Research Committee most
heartily welcomes empirical studies in occupa-
tional alcoholism, we insist on the observance
of basic principles of quality research design
and analysis in these investigations.

Since a detailed critique of the report would
be as long as the report itself, we will only
highlight major criticism in the following
categories: Sampling, inappropriate respond-
ents, inappropriate questions, non-use of sta-
tistics and abuse of statistics.

Sampling

The report states that "3,600 survey ques-
tionnaires were sent to U.S. businesses—
mostly those with over 1,000 employees."
There is no explanation as to how these 3,600
businesses were selected, and how representa-
tive they are of the population of businesses
with over 1,000 employees.

The report claims a 38% response rate, but
offers no description as to how representative
the respondents are of the population or of the
companies sampled.

Of the respondents, only 346 (26%) said they
had developed formal programs. The data on
programs, therefore, is based on 346 companies
as opposed to over "1,000 corporations." There
are no data describing the characteristics ofthe
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respondents with programs to determine how
representative they are of the population of
companies, the companies sampled, or the
population of companies having programs.

The report states that the number of re-
sponses varied "depending upon the complete-
ness of the questionnaire returned." For the
sake of preciseness it should have stated that
some questions were answered by as few as 43
respondents.

There should have been a statement caution-
ing the reader not to generalize conclusions
based on data in the report, as there is no
evidence that the data were gathered from a
representative sample of companies or a repre-
sentative sample of companies with occupa-
tional programs.

~rnappropriate Respondents

There is a chapter in the report discussing the
role of unions in the establishment and func-
tioning of programs. However, no data were
collected from union officials or union people
involved in programs. For example, only
management was asked about the effect of
general labor-management cooperation on
program success. Inappropriate conclusions
were then drawn from the 43 respondents.

In another chapter the role of the federal
government in the establishment of programs
was described. However, responses were not
solicited from anyone in the federal govern-
ment or from Occupational Program Consul-
tants (OPCs). The OPCs' activities, however,
are critiqued rather severely.

Even when responses were solicited from
individuals in business organizations, the
wrong people were questioned. Questionnaires
were directed to personnel executives, and their
perceptions of the programs constitute a large
proportion of the data. However, only 83 of the
346 programs were under the direction of
personnel departments.

Although 76% of the programs were not in
personnel departments, personnel executives
were questioned on the effectivenss of the



programs. There are no statements indicating
how much involvement the 263 personnel
executives had with the occupational programs
not under their supervision. It is questionable
whether the attitudes and perceptions of these
non-involved personnel executives are suffi-
ciently representative of attitudes toward the
programs.

Inappropriate Questions

Respondents were asked to rank order the
"effectiveness of various approaches to treat-
ment of alcoholism." The list to be ranked
included "use of company disciplinary proce-
dures."

There is not a program administrator who
would consider disciplinary procedures as a
treatment. The threat of disciplinary action is
used in constructive confrontation to motivate
the employee to accept a referral to the
program.

The report then continues ... "respondents
in companies having programs felt more
strongly that discipline is an effective compo-
nent of a treatment plan for alcoholics," (p. 6).
Most program administrators reading this
statement would discount it as erroneous and
would then question the validity of the remain-
der of the report.

Non-Use of Statistics

Chapter 6 deals with the crucial issues of the
effects of occupational programs. Among the
issues dealt with are program outcomes,
program effects on drinking behavior, and
penetration rates. All these data are reported
without benefit of statistical analyses.

The chapter reports relationships among
such variables as size of company and program
characteristics, decreased drinking and pro-
gram characteristics, increased drinking and
program characteristics, and job status and
program characteristics. None of these sup-
posed relationships is arrived at through
statistical analysis and some are given without
benefit of data.

However, the absence of data and statistics
does not prevent the author of the report from
reaching conclusions such as, "programs with
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alcoholism or alcohol in their title have lower
retention rates," (p. 33).

The interpretation of this statement by
program administrators, consultants, OPCs,
and organizations considering establishing a
program can only be conjectured. However,
the fact that the statement is presented without
data is unconscionable and detrimental to the
entire occupational alcoholism field.

Abuse of Statistics

At one point in the report the author
differentiates causation from correlation.
However, at other points in the report he
reports correlations as if they were indicative of
causation.

Examples of such statements are: "Personnel
executives who see employees as responsible
for seeking help for their drinking problems
have programs with lower retention rates,"
(p. 33) and, "programs with staff members who
were chosen on the basis of being recovered
alcoholics have higher penetration rates,"
(p. 35).

The report describes small but significant
correlations. What it fails to state is that the
statistical significance of a correlation is de-
pendent in large part on the sample size. It is
likely therefore, that the small correlations are
significant because of the sample size of 300.

The practical significance, however, is deter-
mined by the extent of the relationship as
measured by the size of the correlation. A
small, statistically significant correlation based
on a large sample is programmatically useless,
and any changes made on the basis of such
correlations are likely to be faulty and detri-
mental to the program.

Another frequently used misrepresentation
of statistics is the method of drawing conclu-
sions based on rank orders. What the author
does not make clear in the report is that
differences in rank order are not necessarily
statistically significant differences and intervals
between ranks are not all equal.

Table 7 reports the rank order of reasons for
having started alcoholism programs. The first
ranked reason differs from the second ranked

~ ~ ~,
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reason by .28 of a scale unit and from the third
ranked reason by .83 of a scale unit. To draw
any conclusions of differences in reasons for
program establishment would be erroneous.

Erroneous Conclusions

A businessman or consultant unsophisti-
cated in research could draw the erroneous
conclusion and emphasize one reason to the
exclusion of other reasons in "selling" the
program concept to management. To prevent
this, a statement should have been included in
the report describing the limited conclusions
and generalizations that can be made from
ranked data.

The ALMACA Research Committee is
taking this opportunity to warn people in the
occupational alcoholism field not to make any
programmatic decisions or changes on the
basis of the Conference Board Report.

There is no design in this study which enables
the report to reach valid conclusions regarding
either program implementation or program
outcomes.

Despite this, there are instances where the
report would mislead the unsuspecting to
believe that they are drawing empirically-based
conclusions about program effectiveness when
in fact this is far from the case.

We are also pointing out the importance of
attracting good researchers to this field and the
necessity to support the development of re-
search procedures. There is a potential danger
to the development of research in this field
from reports such as the one published by the
Conference Board.

The National Council on Alcoholism, /nc., is
supported entirely by voluntary, tax-deductible
contrihuJions. Your gift will help us to carry on
our fight against America's Number I health
problem.

Contributions may be sent Jo:

The National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
733 Third Avenue
Suite 1405
New York, N.Y. 10017

0
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NCA Labor Management
''raining Conference Set
A Labor-Management Training Conference

will be one of the highlights of the National
Council on Alcoholism's Annual Executive
Director's training to be held at the Virgin Isle
Hotel in St. Thomas, V.I., November 3 through
6, 1981.

In addition to providing basic training for
Executive Directors who are new to the
occupational alcoholism field, there will be
workshops on evaluation of employee alcohol-
ism programs, EAP standards, marketing, fee
structures, working with labor, and maintain-
ing alcoholism emphasis in an employee assis-
tance program.

For further information, contact:

Labor-Management Services Department
NCA
733 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 986-4433

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Labor-Management Alcoholism
Journal has opened its ,pages to adver-
tisers.

Your message will reach a highly targeted
group of subscribers, which includes most of
the directors of employee alcoholism pro-
grams in business and industry throughout
the United States and Canada.

Please address all inquiries to:

William S. Dunkin, Editor
Labor-Management Alcoholism Journal
National Council on Alcoholism
733 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Tel: (212) 9861433 Ext. 460



ALMA CA
Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the Association of

Labor-Management Administrators and Con-
sultants on Alcoholism, Inc. (ALMACA) will
be held at the San Diego Convention &
Performing Arts Center in San Diego, Cali-
fornia, from November 17-20, 1981.

Among the featured speakers will be:

John R. DeLuca, Director, National Insti-
tute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA); William E. Mayer, M.D., Adminis-
trator—Alcohol, Drug Abuse &Mental Health
Administration; Robert T. Eckenrode, Group
Vice President—Finance and Administration,
National Railroad Passenger Corporation
(AMTRAK); Joseph A. Pursch, M.D., Corp-
orate Medical Director, Comprehensive Care
Corp.; Don Newcombe, Consultant, NIAAA:
Bob Welch, Los Angeles Dodgers; and John S.
Henning, Executive Secretary-Treasurer, Cali-
fornia Labor Federation.

Workshops will cover subjects such as:
Standards for employee assistance programs,
future research directions, terminations, confi-
dentiality, special needs of women, ethics,
executive intervention, third-party payments,
and program issues for consultants.

News Briefs
The Edison Electric Institute is sponsoring

an Employee Assistance Program Seminar at
the Franklin Plaza Hotel in Philadelphia,
October 14 to 16, 1981. It is open to all member
utility companies who have or who are plan-
ning such programs.

For further information contact:

EEI Employee Assistance Program Seminar
c/ o Ms. Joan Kienlen, Medical Assistant
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street IN-5
Philadelphia, PA 19101
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Personal Performance Consultants, Inc., the
St. Louis-based employee assistance consulting
and service firm announces the opening of a
new regional office in Orlando, Florida. Ac-
cording to Richard T. Hellan, President of
PPC, other regional service centers will be
opened in Kansas City, Philadelphia, Houston,
and San Diego.

The Sixth Southeastern Conference on Al-
cohol and Drug R buse will be held December
2–December 6, 1981, at the Marriott Hotel
Airport, Atlanta, Georgia.

This conference is co-sponsored by the
American Medical Society on Alcoholism and
the Charter Medical Corporation.

For information contact:

Charter Medical Corporation
Addictive Disease Division
5780 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
Suite 170
Atlanta, Georgia 30342

Washington University in St. Louis will
present its Employee Assistance Program
Certificate course November 9 through 13,
1981, on the Washington University campus in
St. Louis.

For further information contact:

Jan Burggrabe
Health Programs Coordinator
Washington University
Campus Box 1085
St. Louis, MO 63130
(314) 889-6777

Dr. Jack Clarno, formerly Special Health
Services Coordinator for the Caterpillar Trac-
tor Company, has been appointed Vice Presi-
dent for Employee Assistance Programs at
Parkside Medical Services Corporation of
Park Ridge, Illinois.
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NCA to Resume
Seminars on EAPs

NCA, in cooperation with the New York
City Chapter of ALMACA, is resuming the
monthly mini-seminars on employee alcohol-
ism/assistance programs which it has been
conducting as a public service since February,
1981.

These mini-seminars comprise a "crash
course" in the background, structure, adminis-
tration, and operation of employer-based al-
coholism/assistance programs together with
suggestions for getting a job in the field.

The mini-seminars are held monthly, except
during July and August. The schedule for the
1981-1982 year follows:

All seminars are held on Tuesday from 10:00
a.m. to 12:00 Noon

October 6th February 2nd
November 10th March 2nd
December 1st April 13th
January 5th May 4th

June 1st

Each seminar consists of four segments:

1. How to set up a program; basic elements.

2. How to administer a program.

3. How to handle the case load.

4. Current opportunities in the field.

These mini-seminars are designed for individ-
uals seeking to enter the occupational alco-
holism field, students preparing papers on
occupational alcoholism, and other interested
individuals.

Members of the New York City Chapter of
ALMACA who have participated or will
participate in these seminars include:

Donald Sandin, President
Donald Sandin &Assoc., Inc.

John H. Williams, Director
Special Health Services
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company

:~

Lt. James F. Devine
EAP Coordinator
New York Police Department

Robert M. Rosse
Employee Assistance Program
International Telephone &Telegraph

Corporation

Edward Small
The New York Times

Jim Garvin, Manager
Special Medical Programs
Union Carbide Corporation

Edgar P. Marchesini, Manager
Employee Advisory Services
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

William R. Stump, Coordinator
Employee Assistance Program
Mobil Oil Corp.

~~ /i—

George Meany Stipend
Winners Announced

The winners of the George Meany Memorial
Internships are Steven Pashko of Tampa,
Florida and Marilyn I. Ruiz of Riverdale, New
York. The internships, made possible by a
grant from the Mobil Oil Corporation, consist
of thirteen 35-hour weeks during which the
student will be paid a stipend of $200 per
week. All work must be performed at NCA's
national headquarters.

Mr. Pashko, who holds a Ph.D. in Pharma-
cology from Jefferson Medical College in
Philadelphia, PA, will use the internship to
complete his work on a Ph.D. in Clinical
Psychology which he is receiving from the
University of South Florida, in Tampa, Florida.

Ms. Ruiz is completing requirements for an
M.S. degree in social work which she will
receive from the Columbia University Gradu-
ate School of Social Work. She holds a B.A.
degree from John Jay College of Criminal
Justice.

'~ ~
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News Briefs

The National Employee Assistance Provid-
ers Association (NEAPA), a group formed
earlier this year by private, entrepreneurial
firms who provide contract employee assis-
tance services for business and industry, will
hold a formal meeting on November 18, 1981,
at the San Diego Convention Center in
conjunction with the 10th Annual Meeting of
the Association of Labor-Management Ad-
ministrators and Consultants on Alcoholism
(ALMACA).

For further information contact:

Richard Hellan at 1-800-325-4949
or write to:
NEAPA
1023 Executive Parkway, Suite 3,
St. Louis, Missouri 63141

—~~ /i—

Advertisement

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
COORDINATOR

B.A. or M.A. in social work or in psychol-
ogy helpful. Minimum of 3 years experi-
ence in developing and administering
successful company alcohol rehabilita-
tion programs. Background in treatment
center or agency setting will be con-
sidered as will related experience or
interest in the field of alcohol dependency.

Knowledge of counseling techniques.
Must possess the ability to develop,
implement, and administer successful
alcohol dependency programs. Must also
be able to communicate effectively with
all levels of management, hourly em-
ployees, and union officials. Salary range
commensurate with background and ex-
perience.

Resumes only please:
Michael Fitzgerald
III Company
1500 Charterbank Center
Kansas City, MO 64105
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Meany Roche A wards
Nominations Sought

The National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
invites nominations for the annual Meany-
Roche Awards from all NCA affiliates and
their members as well as all persons engaged in
the occupational alcoholism field.

The Meany-Roche Awards, NCA's most
prestigious in the Labor-Management field,
have athree-fold purpose:

TO RECOGNIZE outstanding contribu-
tions made by volunteers from labor and
management to the occupation alcoholism
field.

TO STIMULATE and encourage activity by
leaders of labor and management which
will result in more effective employee alco-
holism programs throughout American
business and industry.

TO HONOR the memory of two great
humanitarians, George Meany, former Pres-
ident of the AFL-CIO, and James M. Roche,
former Board Chairman of the General
Motors Corporation, who jointly led a
successful war on the disease of alcoholism
in the work place.

Deadline for submission of nominations is
December 31, 1981. All nominations should be
addressed to:

National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
Labor-Management Services Department
733 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

The Naliona/ Councr( on Alcoholism, Inc., is
supported entirely by vo(un~ary, tax-deductible
contributions. Your grft wil! he/p us ~o carry on
our fight agains! America's Number 1 health
problem.

Contributions may he sent to:

The National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
733 Third Avenue
Suite 1405
New York, N.Y. 10017



If you work in the occupational alcoholism field

You Need
the

Labor-Management Alcoholism Journal
The only periodical currently available which deals exclusively and authoritatively

with the broad problem of employee alcoholism.

We Cover
• In-depth studies of actual employee •Legal questions involving alcoholism.

alcoholism programs.

~ Union activities in alcoholism. •Cost effectiveness of alcoholism

• Arbitration cases involving
alcoholism.

• Insurance coverages for alcoholism
treatment.

programs.

• Supervisory training.

• New developments.

—and many other subjects or interest to anyone engaged
in the occupational alcoholism field.

Established 1971
Published bi-monthly by the
National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
Subscription: $24, per year
Plus postage outside U.S.
Advertise in the Journal
to reach a highly targeted group,
over one-third of whom are Directors
of Employee Alcoholism Programs.

For information:

William S. Dunkin
Director
Labor-Management Services
National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
733 Third Avenue

New York, New York 10017
Tel. No. (212) 986-4433
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I used to have problems coming

up with a sermon every Sunday.
And I still do.

I'm Jack White. A clergyman. If you need help, or know

And a recovered alcoholic. One of someone who does, drop a line or

the lucky ones who found help. give a call to:

discovered alcoholism is a
disease. And it's treatable. Father Jack White

still might have problems com-

ing up with sermons. But now I National Council on Alcoholism

know alcohol won't help. 733 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

National (212) 986-4433

C011ll~
on

cohl~mi~.
~

All donations are tax-deductible.
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TO OUR READERS:

This publication is the only one in the country which focuses exclusively and authoritatively
on the broad problem of dealing effectively with alcoholism of the employee.

It is issued bi-monthly and will continue to describe current employee alcoholism programs;
will report alcoholism arbitration cases and statistical results, including cost benefit analyses and
recovery and prevalence rates. It will also report new developments in the field, including early
identification and motivational techniques, eft'ective treatment methods, innovative insurance
coverages, alcoholism legislation and discussion of other problems including legal hazards, public
image, disability and early retirement and similar areas of concern.

If you have not yet subscribed to this essential tool in the employee alcoholism field, please
use the blank below and send it to:

Labor-Management Alcoholism Journal
National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
733 Third Avenue, Suite 1405
New York, New York 10017

We would like to subscribe to the Labor-Management Alcoholism Journal. Please enter us for

base subscriptions) at $24.00 each, and additional, multiple rate subscriptions

at $12.00 each*. We have enclosed a check for $

Sold to: Ship to:

Mail additional subscriptions to:

Attach sheet for additional addresses if necessary.

"Multiple, reduced rate subscriptions are limited to a total of 20 for each base subscription, and are available
only to bona fide members of base subscriber's organization.

NOTE: There will be an added postage charge for subscriptions mailed outside the United States.

Canada &Mexico: add $3.24 each.
All Other Countries: add $2.88 each.
(Airmail extra)
(All prices quoted are in U.S. Dollars.)


